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GM CANOLA MARKET REPORT

GM CANOLA BID SHEETS 

Information provided in this document have been sourced from Lachstock Consulting along with current advertised company bids. Lachstock Consulting 
Pty Ltd ABN 70 127 367 784 is the holder of an AFSL 320 562. The information and opinions within this document are of a general nature only and do not 
take into account the particular needs or individual circumstances of investors. Neither Lachstock Consulting Pty Ltd nor its subsidiaries give any warranty, 
whether express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or otherwise of the information and opinions contained herein and to the maximum extent 
permissible by law, accepts no liability in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise for any loss or damages suffered as a result of reliance on such 
information or opinions.

NB* Riverina 2019/20 bids 
for June to October 2020

2020/21 bids for January to 
June 2021



Local market update
Planting is all but done, with only some last-minute acres swinging out of 
barley and into canola following the China trade changes on Australian 
barley. WA will not get its intended area in the ground, with northern 
areas now opting to plant the last 30% of their crop to wheat, with barley 
again missing out. Fortunately, there is a little more optimism in the west 
with a rain band forecast to come through in the next 8 days. How far it 
pushes inland is the million-dollar question.

WA: WA prices have popped again despite the firmer AUD now sitting 
$10 higher at $625 FIS for non-GM. Whilst we are still short of the 
$655/mt high watermark, we are seeing a pickup in bids due to ongoing 
dry weather and a lift in biodiesel prices in Europe. The GM spread 
remains in the $90-100 range and unfortunately this doesn’t look like it 
will be changing in the short-term. Any canola that was going to be 
planted in WA is in, the balance of unsown area will go to wheat and all 
crops will welcome any rain the west gets in the next week.

NSW/VIC: Planting seemed to be finished in the east, but the sudden 
push by the Chinese to place large import tariffs on Australian barley 
has led to a few late changes in rotation, most of which has gone to 
wheat. However with the optimal conditions in NSW, some farmers are 
going with a shorter season canola variety. Undoubtedly the incidence of 
grazing canola is up a lot in NSW, however we still don’t see area 
getting anywhere near the lofty levels of >5 years ago, at least for 
canola. No doubt NSW will have a near record wheat plant. Old crop 
prices remain very strong, circa $680 port for non-GM albeit with a 
perception that there is nothing left to sell in NSW. In the new crop, 
prices are steady at around $600 port today for non-GM, nominally a 
discount to WA export values. GM holds at a $50-60 spread, whilst 
interior delivered crush prices remain firmer.



Global market update
It may be too early to suggest that impacts from COVID-19 on the global 
oilseed markets have started to decline, but certainly from a daily 
influence we are seeing light at the end of the tunnel. We have 
processing plants and biofuel plants opening back up in the USA and a 
gradual opening of restaurants has begun around the globe. There are 
still many unknowns as we travel down the road to recovery, with many 
analysts still expecting (or fearing) a second wave of infections.

Positively, we have seen a marked revival in energy markets as the 
broader market bets on a more stable recovery. With interest rates low 
and a consensus that a vaccine will be available in 12 months, which 
could then be construed to full recovery time for many sectors of the 
economy and a large lift in earnings, investors want to get in now. 
Money is sitting there doing nothing in cash and they don’t want to miss 
the boat. This “risk-on” approach is trickling down through the equities, 
energy, currency markets, and into our oilseed space. As a result, there 
is renewed optimism that domestic travel in the EU will open up and as 
a result biodiesel usage will increase. As we hit the summer in July and 
step into our new crop season, whilst demand may not be quite what it 
was, it could get there sooner rather than later. This demand means the 
tight supply of European rapeseed will again get tested and underpin 
demand for Australian canola into our new crop season.

On the other side of the coin we have a pile of unknowns. Second 
COVID-19 waves we have mentioned, but specifically for oilseeds 
markets there is a growing concern on how the situation in Brazil is or 
has evolved. The risk to our space is that soybean meal and oil vessels 
don’t get loaded which will increase demand for Argentina, the US and 
alternative products.



CASE STUDY – Government Power
Why governments are intervening more and what that does to market 
confidence

Last report we talked about “Black Swans” becoming the new norm. This 
report we take a slight side-step but sticking to the theme of unpredictability.

Agriculture has always been front and centre when it comes to politics, after 
all food security is at the top of every country’s list, and every politician 
knows it’s the quickest way to lose government if they can’t stay on top of it.

On the flip side of food security it’s free and open trade. Something that was 
very progressive through the 2000s, with economies trying to avoid 
competing nations dumping product and restricting access to their own 
domestic markets unfairly. 

Global bodies played a bigger role in brokering these deals, but recently we 
have seen a growing trend to bi-lateral trade and contempt for the WTO free-
trade rules. We have seen how the China-US deal has played out so far, tariff 
was a 20th century old-school “word” when it came to brokering solutions in 
modern day trade negotiations. Today, every country is using it once again to 
put terms of trade in a more favourable position.

We then overlay this with the finger pointing on whose fault the COVID-19 
outbreak is, and how that escalates into a “boardroom war”, with trade the 
ever-ready weapon at politician’s hands. Governments will be looking at 
every angle to self-protect, especially in election years, we can expect some 
abnormal bumps in the road. For canola, we need to be mindful of what 
China did to barley and we need to watch biofuel policies. The power is 
certainly more in the hands of governments right now, at a time we would 
normally be at the behest of what falls from the sky.

This document may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made by Bayer management. 
Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences between the actual future results, 
financial situation, development or performance of the company and the estimates given here. These factors include those discussed in 
Bayer’s public reports which are available on the Bayer website at www.bayer.com. The company assumes no liability whatsoever to 
update these forward-looking statements or to conform them to future events or developments.
TruFlex® and Roundup Ready® are Registered Trademarks of the Bayer Group.
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